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Overview
Hey there my fellow artist! 

I've put together a list of supplies I use in Fused Harmony. It is important to note that you DO
NOT have to buy everything shown or mentioned here. 

I will list those items deemed essential to completing the course. Again, only purchase the
medium/s you plan to work with. Ex: Resin and/or Encaustic.

The list includes substrates, products and tools. Many of these items you may already have. 

I have included my Amazon shop page and a list of other favourite retailers to shop directly
from on the last page. If you can't find something, help will be available inside the program. 

Remember, Fused Harmony will come with lifetime access so there's no rush. Doors open for
enrollment on February 21st. Day 1 will commence on Monday February 27th.

FYI: For the metal supplies, I will be covering this topic within the course itself after we get
started. I'll also have exclusive student discounts for a limited time beginning in week 2.  
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In Fused Harmony we will be working on rigid supports only. Resin, encaustic and metal,
require a stable surface on which to work. You can choose between a variety of panel
supports in varying depths. What you choose is personal preference. 

The size you choose is also up to you. If you've been working with resin and encaustic for a
while, then you may prefer to work larger. Keep in mind that you'll need to buy a larger
amounts of product. 

I also suggest having one larger panel to play and practice with. I have a. 12"x36" panel I use
to try different encaustic techniques on.

In the program I will use the following sizes. But again, buy what you feel comfortable with. 

5x 4"squares      4x 6"squares       2x 12"x16"      1x 14" round

I purchase my birch wood gallery depth panels from Deserres (Canadian). I will have a list of
retailers at the end.  

You can also purchase Ampersand Encausticbord™ which are made to work exclusively with
encaustic medium/paints. These boards are more expensive but they are designed to reduce
off gassing/bubbles and come pre-primed. They are also heavier. 

If you decide to use plain wood panel, I recommended using birch. It is a higher quality
wood and has been kiln dried which prevents warping and reduces bubbles rising through
your medium.
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Supports
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https://www.deserres.ca/search?q=wood+panel&page=1&resultsPerPage=48&bgfilter.ss_is_published=1&bgfilter.ss_hide_from_collection=0
https://ampersandart.com/panels/encausticbord
https://www.taelife.com/
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Encaustic and Resin 
Please purchase what you intend to use in the program. You can work with either medium
or incorporate both. I will be working with both in the program.

You will need - 1 container of R+F Encaustic Gesso, a 1-5lb bag of Encaustic Medium from
either R+F or Jacquard,  slick wax or soy wax, encaustic paint in titanium white and several
other colours of choice. 

https://www.taelife.com/
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Work Tools

Assortment of Hake Brushes (encaustic)
Assortment of regular paint brushes
Assortment of sandpaper grits (180-1000)
Stencils of choice - I use my own line of stencils from StencilGirl
Stabilo Aquarellable Black Pencil
Pottery Tools (encaustic)
Mark making tools
Burnisher (or a spoon)
Level
Pancake Griddle with adjustable temperature (encaustic
Temperature Gun or gauge (encaustic)
Encaustic paint tins
A mini saucepan with pourable lip (encaustic)
Catalyst Wedge
heat gun 
butane torch - Iwatani is the industry standard
Gloves and Mask for resin use - 3M is the most popular
Scotch Tape - The original blue in 3" wide
24 ounce measuring cup (resin)
Jumbo popsicle sticks or any other stir stick (resin)
Solo cups (resin)
Steel tubes for rusting paper (optional)
Wide plastic pallette knife 
Shop Towels or paper towels 

These are the required tools needed when working with encaustic and resin. Most of these
items are listed in my Amazon shop page at the end of this download.

 Resin
I use ArtResin in the program however there are many
other available brands on the market. Use whichever
brand you like or are familiar with. To colour your resin
you may wish to use either mica powder, pigment paste
or inks or high flow acrylics. 
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https://www.stencilgirlproducts.com/stencils-by-Jane-Monteith-s/2188.htm
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 Paper Materials
You can use a variety of papers in your work. However, keep in mind some paper is best used
with resin and others for encaustic. I've listed the recommended papers below. Buy whatever
you'd like to use. (You will also need a little bit of glassine or wax paper)

YES Paste
GOLDEN Gel Medium
Lineco Neutral PVA archival glue
GOLDEN Fluid Matte Medium

Not all glues are equal. Different adhesives are required depending on the material and
medium being used. These are some of my favourites, from thick to thin. I would suggest
having these in your art supply cupboard. They are staples. 

Yupo (non porous - best used with alcohol inks)
Canson Canva Paper
Canvas off the roll or in a pad

Watercolour paper (best used as a base layer if thick)
Mulberry paper
Filter paper 
Japanese papers
Unbuffered Archival Tissue Paper

Papers best suited for Resin

Papers best suited for Encaustic

Adhesives
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Paints
Similar to different papers are best suited for either encaustic and resin, certain paint types can
only be used with your mediums. Acrylics shouldn't be used in encaustic. 

Acrylics
Inks

 Alcohol Inks
Gouche (water based)
Watercolour paints
Sumi and India Inks
ShiHan Poster Paints

Paints best suited on paper for Resin

Paints best suited on paper for Encaustic

Embellishing with Pizazz!
I love to add some bling to my artwork and that's generally in the form of something gold.
I'll be using these products in the course and hope you do to :)

Pebeo Mirror Effects OR iCraft DecoFoil - Gold Sheets
Pebeo Mixtion Relief in tube OR iCraft Transfer Gel (The adhesives)
Speedball Gold Leaf, size and sealer (You can buy a pack that contains all three)
Jacquard Pinata Rich Gold Alcohol Ink
Fineline Applicator Empty Bottles (2 pack)
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Online Retailers

Deserres (Canada)
 

My Amazon Shop 
 

DickBlick (U.S)
 

Jacksons Art Supplies (U.K)
 

ArtResin 
 

StencilGirl Stencils
 
 

https://www.taelife.com/
https://www.taelife.com/
https://www.deserres.ca/
https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/W68BBHMOHPZ5?ref_=wl_share
https://www.dickblick.com/
https://www.jacksonsart.com/?acc=efdf562ce2fb0ad460fd8e9d33e57f57&___store=jacksonsart_en&bannerid=9
https://link.artresin.com/janelovesdesign
https://link.artresin.com/janelovesdesign
https://www.stencilgirlproducts.com/stencils-by-Jane-Monteith-s/2188.htm

